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Gas Phase RDX Decomposition Pathways using Coupled Cluster
Theory
Robert W. Molt, Jr.a,c, Thomas Watson, Jr.b, Alexandre P. Bazantéb, Rodney J. Bartlettb and Nigel G.
J. Richardsc
Electronic and free energy barriers for a series of gas-phase RDX decomposition mechanisms have been
obtain using coupled cluster singles, doubles, and perturbative triples with complete basis set (CCSD(T)/CBS)
electronic energies for MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ structures. Importantly, we have located a well-defined transition
state for NN homolysis, in the initial RDX decomposition step, thereby obtaining a true barrier for this
reaction. These calculations support the view that HONO elimination is preferred at STP over other proposed
e ha is s, i ludi g NN ho ol sis, t iple ha
a d NONO iso e izatio . Indeed, our calculated values
of Arrhenius parameters are in agreement with experimental findings for gas phase RDX decomposition. We also
investigate a number of new pathways leading to breakdown of the intermediate formed by the initial HONO
elimination, and find that NN homolysis in this intermediate has an activation energy barrier comparable
with that computed for HONO elimination.

Introduction
RDX (Fig. 1) is the main component of C4 explosive, and
functionalized derivatives are the basis of related modern
explosives like HMX and CL-20. The decomposition mechanism
of RDX in the various phases has been studied for about 70
years. A large number of details remain obscure, however,
because of technical difficulties in both the interpretation of
experimental data and the application of computational
methods. For example, Brill et al.1 noted that estimates of the
activation energy for decomposition covered a large range of
values.
As might be anticipated, there is a vast literature on the
structure,2–11 spectroscopic properties6,12,13 and chemistry of
RDX and related nitramines.2,14–22 Experimental and
computational studies have led to a plethora of possible
mechanisms for the pathways by which RDX might decompose
(Fig. 1),23 with the situation being complicated by arguments
about whether this chemical reaction takes place in the gas,
liquid or solid. For example, the high vapour pressure of the
solid led Cosgrove and Owens24 to argue that RDX
decomposition begins solely in the gas phase, and early
measurements by Robertson25 suggested that gas phase
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decomposition has an activation energy of 47 ± 2 kcal/mol and
exhibits first-order kinetics. A similar value for the activation
energy barrier of 49 kcal/mol was reported by Rauch and
Fanelli26 who also found that the gas-phase mechanism
produces NO2, presumably via homolysis of the N-N bond (Fig.
1A). Subsequent work by Rogers and Daub, 27 however, gave a
very different gas phase barrier of 34.1 kcal/mol and it was
argued that other decomposition mechanisms could take
place. Evidence for one such mechanism was provided by
pulsed-laser spectroscopy,28 which suggested that the
transition state for decomposition involved a 5-membered
ring, consistent with the concerted elimination of HONO (Fig.
1b). This proposal was also consistent with the observation of
a primary KIE for RDX decomposition in the solid phase by
Bulusu et al.29 At about the same time, infrared multi-photon
dissociation studies led Lee, Hintsa and Zhao to propose yet
another alternative: the so- alled
t iple
ha
mechanism (Fig. 1C), in which decomposition takes place via
o e ted depol e isatio of the RDX ole ule. 30 To add
to the confusion, Im et al. subsequently proposed that one of
the NNO2 groups in RDX isomerizes to form a NONO isomer
(Fig. 1D) on the basis of electronic spectroscopy, which
sho ed that a i atio all hot ut otatio all
old NO
molecule was formed as an initial decomposition product.
They also argued that HONO elimination does not take place in
the gas phase because they did not detect its characteristic
electronic signature.31
In principle, computational studies offer a chance to
resolve exactly what decomposition pathways take place in the
gas-phase and the extent to which different mechanisms take
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a.) N-N homolysis mechanism; supported by N isotope scrambling
experiments32

b: HONO elimination mechanism; kinetic isotope effects support involvement of
hydrogen in the rate-limiting step33

: Triple whammy mechanism30

d: NONO isomerization; supported by the observation of vibrationally hot,
rotationally cold NO molecules31,34,35

Fig. 1: Four hypothetical mechanisms for the initial decomposition step of RDX in the gas phase.

place simultaneously. The situation is complicated, however,
by the fact that calculated energy differences for given
mechanisms36–39 can often be smaller than the accuracy of the
computational methods used to obtain them; higher
resolution QM methods are therefore of value if this problem
is to be addressed. The CCSD(T) method40,41 achieves greater
than 1.0 kcal/mol accuracy on single-reference wavefunction
molecules when used with a triple-zeta basis set for
enthalpies.42 Although traditionally limited to calculations on
relatively few heavy atoms, successful efforts to implement
coupled cluster theory in a highly parallel manner43 now make
it possible to apply this approach in studies of systems as large
as RDX. We therefore report new calculations on possible RDX
decomposition mechanisms, which employ coupled cluster
singles, doubles, and perturbative triples (CCSD(T)) with
complete basis set (CBS) extrapolation. This approach has the
proven ability to provide reaction energy barriers that are
sufficiently accurate for use in teasing apart the possible
decomposition pathways of RDX.40,44–47 Not only do our studies
build on previous computational efforts by Chakraborty et.
al.38 and Miao et al.39 to a more accurate degree, but they
have also permitted us to locate the transition state for N-N
bond homolysis and delineate the kinetic barriers to
subsequent reactions following the initial step.

Computational Methodology
For all structures discussed herein, we used second order
many-body
perturbation
theory,
MBPT(2)48/cc-pVTZ
calculations for geometry optimizations (accurate, on average,
to within 0.01 Å for geometries of single-reference
molecules),49 normal mode analysis, and the evaluation of
partition functions for free energy estimates. MBPT(2) is also
known as MP2 when a canonical Hartree-Fock reference is
used in the calculation, which was the case here for all closed
shell species. All calculations were performed using analytical
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gradients and second derivatives, increasing the accuracy of
partition function contributions arising from small vibrational
modes within the harmonic oscillator approximation. For
radical species, the UHF wavefunction could not be converged
in some cases during geometry optimization, and we had to
rely on ROHF strategies (all other cases employed UHF
calculations unless otherwise denoted). We used the
GAMESS50–75 and ACESIII43 software packages for performing
MBPT(2)/ROHF and MBPT(2)/UHF geometry optimizations and
hessians, respectively. Analytic force constants were calculated
at each step in order to converge to the transition state.
Structures were deemed to be converged when the maximum
RMS force on any geometric parameter was no greater than
3.3 x 10-4 Hartree/Bohr and the total RMS force was no greater
than 1.0 x 10-4 Hartree/Bohr. On occasion, this protocol
produced a structure with a small imaginary frequency
between 10 and 20 cm-1; when this happened, the structure
was re-optimized with an even tighter protocol until no
imaginary frequencies existed larger than 10 cm -1 (except for
the vibrational mode characterizing the transition state). All
coupled cluster energy calculations were performed using the
ACESIII program, giving MBPT(2), CCSD, and CCSD(T) energies
with the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ basis sets76. All core functions
were dropped; spherical d functions were used in all cases. All
reference determinants were converged to 10 -6 change in
density matrix elements; the coupled cluster equations were
held to the same convergence criterion for amplitudes. The
Helgaker42 complete basis set extrapolation scheme was also
used, although we acknowledge that this extrapolates to the
valence basis limit in the absence of core polarization and
diffuse functions. Barriers are calculated in the context of
Eyring transition state theory. Coordinate information for all
intermediates and transition states are in the Supporting
Information.
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RDX Conformer/Isomer Energetics

Modelling the Initial Steps in RDX Decomposition

Optimized geometries, electronic energies, and estimates
of the enthalpy and free energy were obtained for a series of
standard RDX conformers with nitro substituents in axial
and/or equatorial locations3 (Table 1) as well as two isomeric
structures proposed as reaction intermediates (Fig. 2). 40 The
electronic energies of the cyclooctane and NONO isomers
were computed to be 19.9 kcal/mol and 16.2 kcal/mol higher
in electronic energy, respectively, than the standard RDX
conformations. As these are much higher in energy than the
standard RDX conformers, and so we did not continue with ccpVQZ extrapolation given the absence of evidence for a low
isomerization barrier, as suggested previously by Bernstein et
al.31,35,34 for the degradation mechanism. Electronic energies of
the RDX conformers were computed using MBPT(2), CCSD, and
CCSD(T) to analyse the degree of convergence (Table 1). These
result suggest that the CCSD(T) energy is converged. Enthalpies
and Gibbs energies for each of the conformers were then
calculated at 298K using CCSD(T) electronic energies, which
are superior to CCSD or MBPT(2) values, and MBPT(2) partition
functions to obtain the entropy term. Accounting for thermal
effects via the enthalpy and Gibbs energies does not alter the
relative populations of each conformer to any significant
extent.

NN Homolysis: Previous studies, employing DFT
calculations, estimated the barrier to N-N homolysis by
considering the relative energies of RDX and the initial
products of this reaction.39 After some effort, however, we
were able to locate the first well-characterized transition state
structure for NN-homolysis, in which the N-N bond has a
length of 2.66 Å (Fig. 3). The difficulty in transition state
location was due to the HONO elimination pathway being,
effectively, lose. The NN homolysis pathway is the HONO
pathway but not stabilized by hydrogen bonding from the
methylene CH2 to the oxygen of the parting NO2 group (see
Fig.3). This chemical insight explains why one might (correctly)
guess the barrier to NN homolysis is higher than for HONO
elimination. Optimization of the NN homolysis transition state
readily moves to the HONO transition state unless one uses a
very small trust radius in the geometry optimization. The
te de
to ju p too fa is eadil a o
odated
ho
close, on the PES, the two pathways are.

Fig. 2: Structure of the (a) cyclooctane and (b) NONO RDX isomers.
Table 1: Electronic energies (ΔE), enthalpies (ΔH), and Gibbs energies (ΔG)
of RDX conformers (kcal/mol). The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are
computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS
electronic energies. We list energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
Our chosen zero-energy reference state was the most stable conformer in
each case.
Many-Body
Method

E MBPT(2)/TZ
E CCSD/TZ
E CCSD(T)/TZ
E CCSD(T)/QZ
E CCSD(T)/CBS
H
G

AAA

AAE

AEE

EEE

Boat

1.3
2.9
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.3
0.8

0.3
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.8
0.5
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.1

6.7
5.0
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.2

0
0.3
0.1
0.0
-0.1
0.1
0.9

We also determined the transition state for an
equatorial/axial transition (AAEAEE), and calculated a value
of 2.0 kcal/mol for the Gibbs energy barrier to interconversion. This is in agreement with experimental
observations, which yield an estimate of 1.5-5.0 kcal/mol.77

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20xx

Fig. 3: Molecular Structures of Transition States. a.) NN homolysis,
characterized by a 2.66 Å N-N bond. b.) HONO elimination, characterized by
a 1.94 Å N-N bond. c.) Triple whammy mechanism, characterized by a 1.44 Å
N-N bond. D.) NONO isomerization, characterized by a 1.77 Å N-N bond.

All single-reference coupled cluster methods, however, are
sensitive to static correlation, but the inclusion of perturbative
triples overcomes many multi-reference (MR) problems.78
Given the distance of the N-N bond in the TS, we therefore
performed an unrestricted reference MBPT(2) optimization; an
unrestricted reference may be wiser given the bond-breaking
nature. The results differed by less than a kcal/mol in the
subsequent electronic energy calculation. The fact that the
CCSD(T) energy calculation using either the restricted or
unrestricted geometry gives the same result implies that there
is minimal static correlation error. In addition, geometry
optimization was performed using an aug-cc-pVDZ in addition
to the cc-pVTZ basis that we routinely use in our calculations.
No dependence on diffuse functions was observed for the
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geometry optimization based on the trivially small difference
in electronic energy of the two calculated TS structures
(approx. 1 kcal/mol). Admittedly, it could be a coincidence that
a reduction in the number of high angular momentum
functions in favour of more diffuse functions resulted in
approximately the same energy.
Table 2: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the barrier for NN homolysis (kcal/mol) (Fig. 1a). The enthalpy and
Gibbs energies are computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ partition functions and
CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies. We list energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for ease of
comparison.
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ
Optimization
E MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
ǂ

H CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)
ǂ

AAA
49.2
81.9
55.9

53.7
51.3

AAE
50.1
84.8
57.0

54.7
51.7

MP2/cc-pVTZ
Optimization

E MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
Eǂ B3LYP/
6-311+G**35
Eǂ B3LYP/
6-31G*34
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)
ǂ

AAA

AAE

48.7
78.0
55.2
56.6
57.7

49.7
80.9
56.3
57.9
59.1

38.9
39.0
56.7
53.9

58.0
54.7

We found no clear convergence of electronic energies in
going from MBPT(2) to CCSD(T) (Table 2), with the CCSD and
CCSD(T) estimates being very different even though the
MBPT(2) and CCSD(T) energies were similar. We view the
agreement between MBPT(2) and CCSD(T) as coincidence. This
difficulty in convergence of many-body excitations is
consistent with a description of partially delocalized electrons
from homolytic cleavage to couple and thereby produce multireference effects (over a bond length distance of 2.66Å. Not
only does such a hypothesis explain the very different CCSD
and CCSD(T) estimates of the barrier, but also differences in
our electronic energy barriers and those obtained in prior
B3LYP DFT calculations. Thus, previous computational
estimates gauged the barrier to be 38.9 kcal/mol39; another
estimate for this barrier, which was based on comparing
adiabatic bond stretching using DFT, gave 39.0 kcal/mol38.
These DFT-based values are 18 kcal/mol lower than the barrier
calculated by CCSD(T) (Table 1). When one considers the more
realistic enthalpy and Gibbs energy barriers, our computed
barrier is decreased but is still larger than prior estimates by
over 10 kcal/mol. In case the inclusion of diffuse functions
affects our estimates, we computed the barrier using
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ to obtain the electronic energy
estimates. These calculations increased the barrier by 1.4
kcal/mol. Comparing calculated and experimental values is
complicated by the wide range of values (30-50 kcal/mol)1 that
have been reported for the Arrhenius activation energy in the
literature. However, if NN homolysis were the dominant
mechanism, only the upper estimates would be consistent
with our calculated activation enthalpy.
The energetics of RDR, the NN homolysis decomposition
product, are available in the SI.
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HONO Elimination: The transition state located for the HONO
elimination pathway has a nitro group adopting a position
intermediate between axial and equatorial (termed the
pseudo positio i the literature14). The barriers for HONO
elimination were computed separately for the AAA, AAE, and
AEE conformers of RDX (Table 3) given that one nitramine
adopted an axial position in our calculated TS (Fig.3) HONO
elimination from the AEE conformer gives the smallest free
energy barrier, and the transition state electronic energy is
converged given that the MBPT(2), CCSD, and CCSD(T) values
are very similar (Table 3). Our benchmark value of 45.9
kcal/mol for the electronic energy differs from previous DFT
estimates of 42.4 kcal/mol and 39.2 reported by Miao et al.39
and Chakraborty et al.,38 respectively. The Miao et al. value is
off by 3.5 kcal/mol in the electronic energy barrier. The
importance of considering thermal effects is also evident from
the calculations because the barrier to HONO elimination for
the AEE conformer is reduced by 4.4 kcal/mol to 41.9 kcal/mol
when they are included. Given that our calculated free energy
barrier for NN-homolysis is 53.9 kcal/mol, our results suggest
that HONO elimination is the dominant mechanism of gasphase RDX decomposition at standard temperature and
pressure (STP).
Table 3: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the barrier for HONO elimination (kcal/mol) (Fig. 1b). The enthalpy
and Gibbs energies are computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ partition functions
and CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies. We list energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for
ease of comparison.
Many-Body Method
Eǂ MBPT(2)
EǂCCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
Eǂ B3LYP/
6-311+G**35
Eǂ B3LYP/
6-31G*34
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

AAA

AAE

AEE

44.8
50.5
44.8
45.5
45.9

45.8
53.4
45.9
46.8
47.4

44.3
52.9
44.9
45.7
46.3

42.2
43.0

41.0
41.9

39.2
42.4
40.9
42.2

Triple Whammy: The triple whammy mechanism features a
complicated transition state, with potentially high levels of
static correlation (3 bonds are being broken at once) and
dynamic correlation. I ou late T“ fo this mechanism (Fig.
3), however, the products are nearly formed, resulting in
relatively little static correlation. In addition, the transition
state is C3 symmetric with all the nitramine groups in an axial
orientation, and thus only relatable to the AAA conformer of
RDX. Efforts to find the transition state for other possible
rotamers (EEE, AAE and AEE) failed. The lateness of the
transition state means that there is very little static but high
dynamic correlation. Given that the MBPT(2), CCSD, and
CCSD(T) energies are all close, the differences in the electronic
energy barriers computed from CCSD and CCSD(T) correspond
purely to capturing the intermolecular forces in this late TS.
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Our electronic barrier of 68.2 kcal/mol differs from previous
estimates, which were reported to be 59.4 kcal/mol and 63.0
kcal/mol on the basis of B3LYP/6-31G(d)38 and B3LYP/6311+G(d,p)39 calculations, respectively. These differences are
likely attributable to the inability of the B3LYP functional to
describe intermolecular forces. The free energy barrier
computed for the triple whammy transition state (Table 4),
even accounting for entropic effects that lower the barrier, is
substantially higher than those calculated for NN homolysis
(Table 2).

remains to be determined given that no geometric information
is readily available for the isomerization transition state
obtained in the study of Guo et al.31. Independent of the
isomerization step, it is clear that the electronic energy barrier
for ON bond cleavage is small and that this reaction is
thermally accessible (Table 5).

Table 4: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the barrier for the t iple ha
e ha is (kcal/mol) (Fig. 1c).
The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ
partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies. We list energies to
0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.

Modelling Subsequent Steps in the HONO
Elimination Pathway

Many-Body Method
Eǂ MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
Eǂ B3LYP/
6-311+G**34
Eǂ B3LYP/
6-31G*35
Hǂ CCSD(T)
GǂCCSD(T)

AAA
73.4
72.9
67.2
67.8
68.2
63.0
59.4
63.9
62.4

NONO Isomerization: The NONO isomerization decomposition
pathway consists of isomerization followed by cleavage of the
newly formed ON bond (Table 5). A transition state for the
isomerization step was located (Fig. 3), in which two nitro
groups occupied axial orientations, suggesting that reaction
proceeded from either the AAE or AAA conformer.
Table 5: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the barriers for NONO isomerization and subsequent ON bond
homolysis (kcal/mol) (Fig. 1d). The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are
computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS
electronic energies. We list energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
NONO Isomerization
Eǂ MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

AAE
87.7
90.7
81.3
81.7
82.0
80.8
81.3

NONO Cleavage

Eǂ MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

NONO Intermediate
8.0
7.3
7.2
7.2
7.2
3.1
0.1

These calculations on the barriers to the initial step of gasphase RDX decomposition, using CCSD(T)/CBS electronic
energies and MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ-based partition functions,
suggest that HONO elimination is energetically preferred, in
agreement with the findings of Chakraborty et al.38 This finding
is also consistent with experimental activation energy (see
below) and kinetic isotope effect79 measurements of HMX.
However, a smaller barrier for a first step leading to
subsequent steps with high barriers is ultimately irrelevant.
We thus investigate the free energy barriers for steps that
might take place after formation of the initial intermediate
(reactant, Fig. 4): a first NN homolysis, a second HONO
elimination, or a C-N bond scission to cleave the ring.
NN Homolysis: Given that the radical 2 formed by NN
homolysis in the initial intermediate 1 could be resonance
stabilized (Fig. 4), we anticipated that the barrier for this
reaction would be smaller than that calculated for RDX itself.

Fig. 4: NN homolysis in intermediate 1 formed by HONO elimination in RDX.

As in our earlier studies, we observed that the CCSD estimate
of the electronic energy for the TS was much higher than that
obtained in CCSD(T) calculations (Table 6); this is again
consistent with the idea that the partially localized electrons
couple, thereby resulting multi-reference effects. We are

The energetic barriers to isomerization are again very high,
making it is unlikely that the NONO isomerization pathway
would
contribute
significantly
to
gas-phase
RDX
decomposition. Given the extremely high barriers for AAE, we
do not list AAA barriers. Our high barrier sharply contrasts,
however, with prior claims by Guo et al.31 who reported an
electronic energy barrier to isomerization in the EEE conformer
of only 22.6 kcal/mol based on MBPT(2)/6-31G(d)
structures/energies. The basis for this large discrepancy

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20xx
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Table 6: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the barrier for NN homolysis in intermediate 1 (kcal/mol) (Fig. 4).
The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ
partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies. We list energies to
0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
Many-Body Method
Eǂ MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
EǂCCSD(T)/TZ
EǂCCSD(T)/QZ
EǂCCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

Barrier
41.2
71.4
46.5
48.6
50.1
48.4
44.7

therefore not assured of convergence in our electronic energy
estimate. As expected, however, the barrier for NN homolysis
in the intermediate 1 is lowered to 44.7 kcal/mol, which is
similar to that for HONO elimination in the initial
decomposition step. It is therefore possible that experimental
observations of a dependence on [NO2] for the rate of
chemical reaction arise from this process, which takes place
after an initial HONO elimination. The fact that the barrier for
NN homolysis in intermediate 1 is about the same as that for
the initial HONO elimination itself might explain why
experimental studies detect the products of NN homolysis
even though our calculations suggest that this is not the initial
decomposition step.
HONO Elimination: Similarly, a second HONO elimination in
intermediate 1 to yield a conjugated diene was anticipated to
proceed with a lower free energy barrier than for the initial
step (Fig. 5). This prediction, however, is not supported by
calculation with the electronic energy barrier (41.8 kcal/mol) is
trivially different from that computed for the initial HONO
elimination (Table 7). In a similar manner, the free energy
barrier to a third HONO elimination yielding the aromatic
heterocycle TAZ38 (Fig. 6) was determined to be lowered by
only 3 kcal/mol relative to that for the initial HONO elimination
step (Table 7). Given that all three steps are similar in
magnitude, this pathway to TAZ appears kinetically viable.

Table 7: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the barrier for the second HONO elimination step (kcal/mol) (Fig.
5). The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ
partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies. We list energies to
0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
Second HONO Elimination
Eǂ MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
EǂCCSD(T)/TZ
EǂCCSD(T)/QZ
EǂCCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

Third HONO Elimination
44.6
51.6
44.3
45.5
46.4
41.3
41.8

EǂMBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
EǂCCSD(T)/QZ
EǂCCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

36.1
50.3
41.2
42.4
43.3
38.2
38.6

Further degradation of TAZ, however, relies on overcoming the
aromatic character of the compound. Indeed, B3LYP/6-31G*
calculations by Chakraborty et al.38 gave a large barrier for a
t iple ha
mechanism of TAZ breakdown (Fig. 6)
leading to three molecules of HCN. This result is consistent
with the free energy barrier of 81.6 kcal/mol obtained using
our computational strategy (Table 8). The release of three
gaseous particles drastically lowers the product free energies
compared to the product electronic energies, emphasizing the
importance of including thermal effects. It therefore seems
unlikely that this decomposition pathway takes place.
Equally, the t iple ha
decomposition mechanism
of a TAZ precursor (Fig. 7) (formed by two HONO elimination
reactions) was investigated by Chakraborty et al.38 and found
to have large energy barriers on the basis of B3LYP/6-31G*
calculations. Their calculations therefore give the correct
qualitative conclusion because calculations using our ab initio
strategy give a value of 60.3 kcal/mol for the free energy
barrier to this concerted reaction (Table 9).

Fig. 6: T iple ha
cyanide

e ha is

fo TA) decomposition into hydrogen

Fig. 5: HONO elimination to form intermediate 3.
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Table 8: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the a ie fo the t iple ha
de o positio of TA)
(kcal/mol) (Fig. 6). The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are computed using
MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies.
We list energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
EǂMBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

86.0
95.0
88.2
89.2
89.9
84.3
81.6

Fig. 7: T iple hammy decomposition of intermediate 3.
Table 9: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the a ie fo a triple ha
de o positio of i te ediate 3
(kcal/mol) (Fig. 7). The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are computed using
MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies.
We list energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
Eǂ MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
HǂCCSD(T)
GǂCCSD(T)

64.0
71.1
66.3
66.3
66.4
61.7
60.3

Faced with these findings, which seem to suggest that a
second and third subsequent HONO eliminations lead to
intermediates that cannot break down by concerted
mechanisms, we have investigated other possible
decomposition pathways. For example, we consider NN
homolysis of intermediate 3 (Fig. 5) leading to the production
of an NO2 radical (Fig. 8) with a calculated free energy barrier
of only 42.8 kcal/mol (Table 10). Given that this value is
comparable to that computed for the initial elimination of
HONO from RDX, this pathway does appear viable. Once again,
we note that MBPT(2) is closer to CCSD(T) than CCSD for the
activation energy barrier for an NN homolysis step.

Fig. 8: Ring scission with concomitant NN homolysis in intermediate 3.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20xx

Not only does NN homolysis in this intermediate provide a
kinetically reasonable way to break the RDX ring into
fragments after HONO elimination, but it is also consistent
with experimental claims that RDX decomposition yields
products derived from HONO elimination and NN homolysis
pathways.
Table 10: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs energies
(ΔGǂ) of the barrier for ring scission with concomitant NN homolysis in
intermediate 3 (kcal/mol) (Fig. 8). The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are
computed using MBPT(2)/cc-pVTZ partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS
electronic energies. We list energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
Eǂ MBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
Eǂ CCSD(T)/TZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/QZ
Eǂ CCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

33.9
69.4
44.7
46.5
47.8
45.6
42.8

CN Bond Scission: Another alternative for breaking down the
intermediate formed by an initial HONO elimination from RDX
would be CN bond scission in the ring (Fig. 9) to yield a radical
that could, in principle, react via several possible pathways.
We calculate a free energy barrier for this process that are
slightly higher (46.5 kcal/mol) than the initial HONO
elimination or the other secondary proposed mechanisms
(subsequent NN homolysis or concomitant NN homolysis with
CN scission) (Table 13). We therefore speculate that this bond
cleavage reaction is competitive, albeit slightly disfavoured,
with other mechanisms.

Fig. 9: Ring scission of intermediate 3.
Table 11: Table 9: Electronic energies (ΔEǂ), enthalpies (ΔHǂ), and Gibbs
energies (ΔGǂ) of the barrier for ring scission of intermediate 3 (kcal/mol)
(Fig. 9). The enthalpy and Gibbs energies are computed using MBPT(2)/ccpVTZ partition functions and CCSD(T)/CBS electronic energies. We list
energies to 0.1 kcal/mol for ease of comparison.
EǂMBPT(2)
Eǂ CCSD
EǂCCSD(T)/TZ
EǂCCSD(T)/QZ
EǂCCSD(T)/CBS
Hǂ CCSD(T)
Gǂ CCSD(T)

60.8
60.6
58.4
57.2
56.3
50.6
46.5

Comparing CCSD(T) Eyring Barriers with
Experimental Kinetics Data
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The Arrhenius expression for kinetics describes the rate
constant, k, in terms of a pre-exponential factor, A, and an
a ti atio e e g , Ea:
k=A exp(-βEa) (Eq. 1)
Similarly, an Eyring model relates the rate constant to
thermodynamic quantities, such as the activation free energy
components at a given temperature T:
k=kbT/h exp(-βΔHǂ e p Δ“ǂ/R) (Eq. 2)
where kb is the Boltz a
o sta t, h is Pla k’s o sta t a d
R is the ideal gas constant. Converting our CCSD(T)-derived
Eyring barrier for the initial HONO elimination by substituting
(1) into (2) yields an Ea value of 41.5 kcal/mol and lnA of 27.5
Hz. Building on the compilation of Brill et al.1, our calculated
values of the Arrhenius parameters are in agreement with
experimental findings for the RDX decomposition in the gas
phase (Table 13).
Table 12: Experimental Arrhenius parameters reported for RDX
decomposition.
Phase

Ea kcal/mol

lnA

Ref

Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Our Work:
Gas
Dilute Solution

28.6
47.1
47.9
48.7
47 ± 1
34.1
40 ± 3
41.5
47-53 (range)
38

10.6
42.1
43.1
44.3
42.2
31.1
37 ± 5
27.5
18.4-20.8 (range)
32.9

80
81
82
26
25
27

Conclusion
We present here a new analysis of gas phase RDX
decomposition pathways using CCSD(T)/CBS methods, often
defi ed as the gold standard of ua tu
he ist . We find
that HONO elimination dominates the initial step of the
reaction (with an activation barrier of approximately 40
kcal/mol depending on the ground state conformer) in
agreement with the conclusions of Chakraborty et al.38 This
value for HONO elimination is consistent with several
experimental estimates of the barriers25,84,86–88, and evidence
for a 5-membered ring transition state28. Given that the
equivalent barrier for NN homolysis in RDX is larger by about
10 kcal/mol, we do not believe that these two pathways
compete in the initial step. On this point, we note that this
fi di g is ased o the e e g of a t ue T“ fo NN ho ol sis,
which appears to be the first reported in the literature.
Reaction pathways are also proposed to account for what
happens after the initial HONO elimination, making sure that
their activation free energy barriers are consistent with that
for the initial step. Two of these subsequent steps (NN
homolysis in the intermediate formed by the initial HONO
elimination, or NN homolysis with concomitant ring opening in
the intermediate produced by two consecutive HONO
eliminations) have sufficiently low barriers as to render them
accessible for RDX decomposition. These reactions both
release a NO2 radical, and therefore offer an alternative
explanation as to why experiments observe NO2 concentration
to increase with reaction rate, even though calculations do not
support NN homolysis as the initial degradation step.

83

80
84

As one can see, however, there is considerable diversity in the
experimental values for the gas-phase decomposition of RDX,
which may reflect the range of how experimental conditions
stimulate decomposition (photons, heat, mechanical) and a
wide range of temperatures1. The assumptions inherent to our
analysis (Eyring TS formalism, harmonic oscillator vibrational
partition functions, MBPT(2) geometries) may cause us to
under-estimate the barrier or some experimental estimates
may be too high. We expect less agreement in the calculated
estimate of the pre-exponential factor, lnA, with experiment
because this is a function of the activation entropy barrier (in
Eyring formalism) and our models for the partition function are
based on the harmonic approximation. An accurate calculation
of lnA would require anharmonic effects, which is currently
non-trivial, computationally. We also note that there is
considerable variation in the values of lnA, experimentally; this
perhaps owes to the fact that the rigor of an effective collision
constant may be lacking. It should also e e ide t that the
e ha is
e e
ithi a o e phase is highl a ia le as a
function of pressure and temperature for RDX85. This merely
serves as a benchmark of accuracy at gaseous STP.
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